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                                                    Bienvenue sur WordPress. Ceci est votre premier article. Modifiez-le ou supprimez-le, puis commencez à écrire !…
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                                                    The body faces numerous assaults throughout the year, athletes during intense training sessions, non-athletes during the late autumn with weather changes. All of this can be anticipated. Therefore, I will…
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                                                    Fibers are plant substances that are not digested (or only partially) by human beings. They are found in vegetables (fresh and dried), fruits (fresh and dried), grains, and cereal products…
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                                                    The cholesterol is vital for the body, we have seen the definition of cholesterol, what it provides, where to find it, but concretely, how does it reach our cells, how…
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                                                    Numerous studies have demonstrated that the simple principles of the Mediterranean dietary pattern have a highly beneficial effect on heart health, blood vessels, and the prevention of cardiovascular diseases such…
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                                                    What is a vegan food ? Used for ages in many countries as a food base diet associated or not with a low intake of animal protein, this trend appeared…
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                                                    A lot of people get confused when it comes to the difference between sport drinks and energy drinks (even specialised magazines). Here are their differences:   The sport drink…
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                                                    Can you tell me how you discover my website?  I found out about you by reading the energy drink comparative analysis and the information about alimentation on your website.
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                                                    Main results: Winner of the Paris Ecotrail 2011 with the Nicolas Aubineau’s technique, 3rd et the Templiers (2013, 2010), Winner of the Côte d’Opale, 2 times 2ndat the TTN…
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                                                    Main and secondary races 2 UTMB, 2 Diagonales des fous, 8 times the Grand Raid des Pyrénées (80, 120 or 160 km, one done during the coaching,…
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                                                    Can you tell me how you discover my website? What made you decide to go forward and made you ask for my services? I asked for your services as I…
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                                                    Races, principal and secondary, acheived times: Secondary races are the Vincennes 10km 2016 in 34’2 (personal record) and the Paris Semi marathon in 1h16’12 (personal record). The main objective was…
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                                                    Can you tell me how you discover my website? By a friend who I chat with a lot about alimentation. I gave me your gel and drink comparative studies.  …
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                                                    Sports cake : sugar recipe Internet visitors often ask me on forums or directly by emails about a product that a lot of sportsmen eat : the sports cake (or…
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                                                    It’s the inseparable ally of the athlete with the sports drink and the energy bar. The home made energy gel bring a secondary energy supply under the form of…
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                                                    It is the inseparable ally of the athlete with the sports drink and the energy gel. Added to the carbohydrate supply, the homemade energy bar brings a protein complement…
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                                                    Dietician and sport nutritionist, I created a comparative chart about quality and cost of 25 energy gels of the market. You just have to make you choice.   Following the…
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                                                    Discover my 2017 comparative chart of 35 sports drinks sold on the market and based on their nutritional analysis with a notion of quality and price.   For 5 years and…
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                                                    Dietician Nutritionist, I am lucky to have a profession that I adore with 3 orientations: sport, cardiac reeducation and respiratory reeducation.   These 3 entities have one thing in common:…
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                                                    Winter (which begins officially only mid-December) is a climate period that some athletes like, others a bit less. Thermoregulation is quickly put to use in cold and dry environment. However,…
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                                                    Omega-3 fatty acids are a family of polyunsaturated fatty acids, which means that their carbon chain is not fully saturated with hydrogen atoms (unlike saturated fatty acids). Therefore, they are…
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                                                    Marathon is a mythical race even in the eye of sportsmen! Especially for those used to run occasionally as a leisure activity, but not only… Indeed, it is frequent to…
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                                                    Athletes are tend to speak of ‘slow sugar’ or ‘quick sugar’ but it must be understood that these concepts mean nothing. Indeed, as I demonstrate with my article on…
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                                                    Modern life surrounds us with outside and toxic molecules (heavy metals, microbes, medicines, alcohol, food additives like non natural colorants, water pollutants, tobacco…). The organism created natural mechanisms of defence…
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                                                    What role for lipids? In nutrition, there is 2 kind of lipids : Triglycerides (TG) and phospholipids (PL) which share the fact that they are made of oily acids (OA).
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                                                    To be in motion, muscles need energy that comes from food, which is why it’s so important to have a balanced alimentation. Variety and diversity raise the muscular efficiency and…
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                                                    Any effort requires energy for the functioning of the muscles and the brain, but not only. This energy comes at the a time from the carbohydrates, the lipids and the…
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                                                    In the category of macronutrients, proteins remain a key nutrient for athletes as they are directly linked to the structure of muscle cells. Muscle mass gain is often closely…
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                                                    The sports drink is the main form of energy intake for the athlete. It is a complete and essential base for the supply of water, energy, vitamins, minerals ……
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                                                    Gluten free diet ? What is it ? Celiac disease or gluten intolerance is a permanent intolerance to one or more protein fractions of gluten resulting in destruction of the…
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